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Re-Think Recessed Lights with Innovative Recessed Shades and Pendants
New Solution Saves Time, Money – Turns Recessed Lights From Boring to Beautiful

ATLANTA, GA (Jan. 17, 2012) – New to Dallas Market Center this January is an innovative solution from
Recesso Lighting™ to transform recessed lights into decorative fixtures. With a simple 3 step process, any
homeowner or business owner can instantly convert a dated recessed light without even turning off the
electricity. Recesso Lighting mounts around any recessed light, no matter the make or model or how it
was installed. “Our patent-pending locking
ring installs into the ceiling around any
recessed fixture,” says Cheryl Engstrom,
VP/COO for Recesso Lighting. “Once the
locking ring is mounted, any one of our
beautiful fixtures simple twists into place. It
is just that easy. This is also a great way to
cover CFL or LED lamping.”

3-Easy Steps to Install a Recesso Shade:

Installation of a Recesso Lighting Pendant is equally as easy:

Wide varieties of shade and pendant options are crafted using etched glass, fabric and inlaid resin. “From
small fixtures that can be repeated throughout a room, to large decorative pieces, we have options that fit
any décor and style,” says Engstrom. “It is fast and easy for the homeowner to understand. No
electrician; no removal of the fixture; no construction; just simply install the ring and twist on your
favorite fixture. Since all of our fixtures are interchangeable, a homeowner can simply twist on a different
Recesso shade throughout the year or as room décor changes.”

View the full selection at www.recessolighting.com and visit Recesso
Lighting at Dallas Market Center, Space #3656-6. Ask about show
specials for getting started with Recesso Lighting. For Sales, contact
Rich Singer, at rsinger@recessolighting.com or 954-802-3677.
About Recesso Lighting:
Recesso Lighting was first formed in 2009 with a single idea; to
transform old recessed lights into beautiful decorative fixtures. In
2011, Recesso Lighting became a subsidiary of Burnes Home Accents, LLC. Using the patent-pending Twist
& Lock™ ceiling ring, the company offers a full collection of decorative shades that install easily around
any recessed light. Its creative pendant option uses the same ceiling ring system to transform recessed

lights into decorative pendants. The companies Converter Kit™ turns any recessed light into a J-box from
which any decorative fixture can be hung, including chandeliers, pendants, ceiling lights and track lighting.
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